in a set X, and if f is a mapping on X, then f(s) denotes the sequence {/OOK©.. The L-space (X, -») is said to be d-complete if each sequence {j: n } neo , in X with Zjn=o^(-^n+i» x^ < oo converges to at least one point of X. We need the following Lemma 
Let (X,
-
Let (jc, ->) be an L-space which is d-complete for a nonnegative extended real valued function d on XxX. If (X, ->) is separated, then d(x, y) =d(y, x) =0 implies x=y for every x, y in X.
Proof. Assume d(x,y) =d(y,x) =0, and define a 2n = x and a 2n+1 = y for each ?2EEo). Then since ^n=od(a n+1 , a n } =0, we have a n -^>a for some
a^X.
Hence the sequence {<z n } n(Efl) converges to a and x at the same time, and consequently we have a=x. Similarly a=y.
For each mapping f of a set X into itself, f° stands for the identity mapping of X into itself.
2 8 We shall begin with the following simple observation, which generalizes a known result in metric spaces. Then, it is easy to verify that (X y ->) is a separated ^-complete L-space.
Theorem I. Let (X,
Consider the mapping f defined by /(O) = 1/2 and f(x) =x/2 for every
, but f is not continuous and has no fixed point.
So
The author introduced the notion of premetric spaces in [5] .
However, in order to clarify the relation with generalized complete metric space of Luxemburg [7] , we state here an alternative equivalent defini- (1) d(x,x)=Q for every x^X.
We say that (2) a sequence {-r n } ne » i n a premetric space (X, d) converges to x£iX, and write
Some modifications are made for the sake of simplicity.
is separated. We say that (2) Proof. Let -> denote the induced structure of -> into M. Then The fixed point theorem of Diaz and Margolis [1] , and hence those of Luxemburg [7] , [8] (1) There is an m^o) such that x n = I for all n^rn. space (E, r) is said to be bounded if the filter V-B generated by the filter base {VB\ V<= V} converges to OeE (see Hanspeter [4] ). A sequence s in E is said to converge to x^E if so does the filter 0(s) generated by s. We say that a subset X of E is sequentially compact if each sequence in X has a subsequence converging to at least one point of X, A mapping f of X into E is said to be sequentially continuous (1) The convex hull of B is bounded.
Theorem 3. Let (X, ->) be an l^-space -which is d-complete for a continuous nonnegative extended real valued function d on the product space XxX with the property that d(x,y) =0 implies x = y. If f is a continuous mapping of X into itself satisfying the conditions
Then (X, ->) is
(2) .r-;y<E/LB(A>0) implies f(x) -f(y) e/LB, for every x, (3) For each x^X, there exists a real number JUL such that
Then f has a fixed point.
Note that in this theorem, if (£, r) is a Hausdorff locally convex space, then (1) can be replaced by the condition that B "s bounded.
In order to prove the theorem, we need some lemmas. We say that a subset X of a convergence linear space is sequentially complete f each sequence s in X which generates a Cauchy filter 0(s) converges to some point of X. Hence the axiom of choice guarantees the existence of a sequence s = {.z^lnea, in X such that x Q = a and f n (x^ =x n for every nonzero 7/EEco.
Since X is sequentially compact, some subsequence t of s converges to a point x of X, and so by the sequential continuity of f, we can find a subsequence {x n j iew of t such that the sequence {f(^c n^} 
